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Strengthening Your Planning Teams and C.N.A. Processes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BelindaWelcome to our session – Strengthening your Planning Teams and C.N.A. Processes.Thank you for joining us today.Please drop your name in the chat and where you are from so we all can get a sense of who is participating in this session.I am Belinda Balough, Education Program Specialists for the Educator and School Excellence Unit. Your presenters today will be my colleagues Leanne Bowley and Cristina Brownfield.We are excited to be sharing information with you today around the Comprehensive Needs Assessment processes.We are asking that participants ensure their mics are on mute, and feel free to go off-camera to conserve bandwidth.I will be monitoring the chat, so please drop questions into the chat throughout the session.You can also utilize the gestures at the top of your screen to find the raise your hand option, if you’d prefer to ask your question directly.During this session we will be using Mentimeter and Padlet for activities, which can be done on a mobile phone, so you may want to have your phone handy, but on silent.I think that is all of my housekeeping notes, again, we thank you for joining us today!Christina will be starting off with our agenda.



• Stakeholder Team

• Comprehensive Needs 
Assessment

• Connections to Grants 
Management

• Session Outline

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaToday we will discuss how to Strengthening both your Stakeholder Team and the C.N.A. Planning Process:This discussion will have two areas of focusFor those of you who are familiar with the process, our goal is to give you ideas that can strengthen your current practicesIf you are newer to the planning process, our goal is to provide you with the tools you will need to successfully assemble a diverse stakeholder team and effectively complete the C.N.A. process.We will also help you make those important connections in the GME system.



Assemble the Planning Team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaThe first thing we want you to consider is your planning teamThis is the team of people who will weigh in on the Comprehensive Needs Assessment, evaluate any needs, determine school goals, and gather evidence that will support the completion and implementation of the school’s plan�What is key here is recognizing the strengths of each team member and listening to the fresh ideas from a variety of members from your community. To get started, we are going to make a word cloud  using mentimenter  CLICK
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Go to www.menti.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaPlease go to WWW.menti.com and us the code on the screen.  Once you are in mentimeter, please enter the roles (such as teacher, principal, etc) of current members on your planning team. You can also enter people that you THINK should be on your planning team.After Menti Say:In the planning team, we are looking for a variety of people when reviewing the ESEA Consolidated Grant ApplicationThis includes people such as:ParentsCertified staffClassified staffAdministrationBusiness partnersTribal RepresentativesCommunity membersStudentsCounselorsHomeless and parent liaisonsAcademic & Athletic  coachesNurses, Bus drivers, cafeteria workers, etc.The main goals for your school is to make sure that the stake holder team is diverse so that a variety of viewpoints are contributing to the process.  That said, one thing you will need to keep in mind is that ESSA requires certain people to be on the planning team CLICK



Required Stakeholders

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaThis chart you see here, lists the required participants for Title I-A, II-A, Title III-A and Title IV-A.For our purpose today, we are looking just at TI-A, shown here in the first column. This document is found in the planning tool navigator & we are going to show you how to get there right now. 



https://www.azed.gov/ese

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaHere is a screenshot of our homepage CLICKFrom the home page, you will click on “planning tool navigator - Integrated Action Plan Resources” 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaNext, you will click on the “Assemble the School Planning Team” tabYou can see here that there are many resources for you to reference while working on the planning process.If further help is needed, you can also contact your specialist anytime as questions arise.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaThis is the page you will find the link to the required participants document.  On this page , you will click on the link “ESSA Stakeholders for the school planning team.”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaNow that you are thinking about the planning team, you are going use the resource shown here to reflect on your current team. We have taken all the different roles from the ESSA Stakeholders document and put them into this list of 18 categoriesTogether, we will use this resource to evaluate the composition of stakeholder team from a real school here is AZ. We are not here to judge, but to reflect on and STRENGTHEN our practices.  Before we get started, please note that you get one point per category.  You can have 5 parents on your team but that still counts as one category.So let’s practice together
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaAs I said, This is an actual planning team from a school in Arizona. We are using information  that has been taken out of GMEBy looking at both the person’s title and their affiliation, you can determine their role or roles.How many teachers do you see? CLICK  Right, it looks like two.   How many do you mark on your score sheet?  Right only one.There are two teachers marked, but some would argue that the reading coach and principal could also count or even the grants director. How many administrators? CLICK  We counted two, but I am sure you could argue there are more.   Remember, this counts as only one administrator score.  Let’s look at the score card CLICKWe identified seven matches in the team which gives us a score of 39%This is not a letter grade.  It’s merely a tool to help us strengthen and diversify our stakeholder teams to have adequate representation of the people within the community.You are now going to complete this tool to evaluate your current stakeholder team.  Do we have any questions before you begin?   
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaHere you go, we have placed a link to this worksheet in your resources for your use.  Using any one of your school plans, review the representation of stakeholders and score the percentage of stakeholders involved.  You may open up GME And look at the SIAP if you wish. We will give you 5 minutes to score your team and post your percentage in the chat.  
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Discussion and Reflection
1.What strengths, weaknesses do you see with 

your stakeholder teams?

2.Where are your opportunities?

3.Did you have any AHA! moments about 
stakeholder teams?

4.Why do you think ESSA emphasizes stakeholder 
involvement?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaPlease take a few more minutes and review the scores in the chat and look at your own results. We ask that you think about the questions on this slide as well as any other questions that you may have thought of as you completed the exercise.   Please unmute yourself and share your reflections.  We will try taking turns and if that doesn’t work, I will interrupt, and we can raise hands.Introduce Leanne



Comprehensive Needs Assessment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne Let’s move into the C.N.A.Required by ESSA annuallyOne is needed PER school site



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne –very brieflyOverview of the Continuous Improvement ProcessProcess is completed annuallyCyclicalEnable you to build on successes year after year



• CNA – 6 Principles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne – very brieflyYou will be evaluating your entire school based on these 6 principles.Each principle has numerous probing questions that stakeholders will answer collaboratively.The discussion surrounding the rubric is where the power lies with the comprehensive needs assessment.  If you conduct a survey, you never get to hear people’s thoughts and opinions.  And often people answer surveys at the end of a long day when they are just trying to get a task checked off the list.  How meaningful is the feedback?



Determine Your Process

• Time Efficient
• Con: Opinion Based

Community 
Meeting

• Evidence Based
• Con: Work IntensiveTeams

• Ensures Everyone Has Their Say
• Con: Coordination IntensiveConsensus

Surveys are 
completed in 
isolation and 
do not allow 
participants 

to 
collaborate 

and discuss.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneWe have some a couple of options for schools when preparing for the C.N.A. work.  Option 1  - the community Meeting is for high performing schools with few issues to correct.Split Staff & stakeholders into 6 diverse teams ( a teacher, an IA, the bus driver, a parent and the board president)Give each team a principleHave each team score the rubricOption is good for efficient work but is completely opinion based. Option 2 - is the recommended format for most schools Just like the community meeting, break the group into 6 diverse TeamsEach team elects a leader and is assigned a standard Each team meets weekly for 4 weeks to gather evidence to support the response to every questionEach team leader meets with the principal weekly with questions and to report their progressFollow up meeting with whole group to share answersConsensusWork through the rubric in whatever way selected Reach consensus among participants  Each participant gets their say even if they don’t get their wayConsensus can be very difficult to manage so be sure you are comfortable before attempting.CLICKSurveysNot idealLet’s prepare you to gather the materials to use now that you have determined your methodology



https://www.azed.gov/ese

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneHere is a screenshot of our homepage CLICKFrom the home page, you will click on “planning tool navigator - Integrated Action Plan Resources” 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneClick on “Complete Comprehensive Needs Assessment”



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneWhen you click CNA you will notice there are tools available to you.  We are going to look at the C.N.A Rubric	You will want to print the resource and 	divide it up by principle or as needed to suit your organization and process selected.Let’s return to Cristina. She will walk is through the format and use of the CNA rubric
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Principle Format

• Principle - Definition
• Indicator
• Output

• Element
• Corresponding Response Statements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneLet's break down the C.N.A. rubric so that we can more easily process what participants will be looking at.  Each Principle follows that same format and has the same components.  They merely vary in quantity.   First is the Principle (which contains the big idea and includes a Definition and Focus)Next  is the Indictor this serves as the Exemplar – basically, what the school would look like if the principle was well implementedBelow that is the Output – This is an example of how the school would function if the ideal scenario were in place  Finally, you will see the Elements Which are worded as questions and are to be answered by your team members. Each element has corresponding statements found just t the right in the columns next to the element/question. These statements are listed in a 0-3 rubric style 



Principle 1 Effective Leadership Effective leaders maintain strong professional ethics and integrity to shape a vision of academic 
success and schoolwide social emotional learning that leads to equitable access for all students. They analyze and attack 
challenges and manage systems to position the school and students to achieve at high levels. They set clear, measurable and 

attainable goals. They create a cadre of high-quality teachers and cultivate leadership in others.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneLet’s review the format with an example from the rubric.  This is Principle 1, Indicator 1.3 which has three elements or three questions.  Let’s break it down. (CLICK)The principle is defined to give participants an overarching lens for the entire principle. (click)The indicator, this is the Exemplar or the ideal situation for learning (click)Next is the output as stated on the previous slide, the output gives the participants is an example of what things would look like if the indicator were well implemented  (click)On the left side of the rubric you can find the elements. These are the actual questions your team will be answering. This example has three Elements    (A, B, & C) (click)Finally, the columns you see next to the elements are the rubric answers from which your team will select the answer that best matches the evidence they are able to gather. This pdf format works well for people sitting together having conversations so they can simply circle their answers for entry into the GME System.  The data entry person will not need to average scores or do any additional work.  They will merely transfer the selected circle into GME.	 (CLICK three times)TIP:  most teams will want to score the school between two answers – for instance not a 2 but not a 3 entirely.  We want to score 2.5.  This type of scoring is not accommodated in the GME system so please advise your teams that they must select only one answer per element.In this example, you are looking at indicator 1.3.  If you are requiring your team to gather evidence rather than making opinion-based answers, teams can sometimes get a little stuck.  Luckily, the ADE Resource and rubric has assistance for that.  (CLICK) 
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ADE Provided Possible Evidence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneOn page 17 of the rubric, you will find the possible evidence sources to support indicator 1.3. ADE makes suggestions of evidence for each indicator throughout the rubric. These lists are not exhaustive – there are lots of other forms of evidence your team may identify and use.<pause>Let’s practice using some resources from the CAN rubric.
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Open your Rubric

A-E = Pages 17-19

F-K = Pages 34-37 & 44-45

L-Q = Pages 54-56 & 66- 67

R-Z = Pages 75-77

• Interesting!
• I never thought of that!
• I can use that!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LEANNESo let’s talk a bit about the evidence. ADE has provided a wealth of ideas Please give me a thumbs up reaction when you have your rubric open in front of youYour rubric can be found in the resources for this session.   And Cristina was kind enough to drop it in the chat as well.If your first name begins with letters A-E you will review items on pages 17-19F-K 34-37 & 44-45Etc. In this activity, we are look for items of evidence that  cause you to (CLICK) think one or more of these things:Interesting!I never thought of thatI can use thatPlease enter the evidence and the page number in the chat for items you find. {call on people with interesting responses to ask them to elaborate or provide context}



Comprehensive Needs Assessment – SIAP

• Data Analysis Assurance
• LEA and School staff should 

• examine data through an equity lens to identify student 
achievement outcomes or learning gaps

• ensure equitable access for all students to supports and 
instructional opportunities. 

• all staff members are trained in the use of data analysis techniques:
• multiple types of data
• multiple sources,
• comparisons across groups,
• benchmarking
• formative data
• longitudinal data.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the FY23 Grant, you will notice that there is a data analysis assurance As an LEA, you will be A great resource to use for this is the “toolkit for building a culture of data use” from west ed that is referenced in our resources for this session.



Data Analysis Assurance
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Links to guidance documents
• Perception and leading and lagging indicators
• Comprehensive Needs Assessment
• ESEA Consolidated – Statute

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please notice that there are hyperlinks with resources right in the assurances for your reference.There are three types of data and these hyperlinks will lead you to everything you need to know about each of them.



GME Planning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneWhen you enter GME, you will see the blue ladder to the left of the page.  That blue menu will follow you every click you take while in the GME site.  You will click on Planning



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneNotice there are two areas to enter your plans:	The LEA plan (LIAP) - goes here (click)The School Level Plan (SIAP) goes here (click)Each of the plans have menus within them CLICK



Menu in GME

LIAP

SIAP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneThe menu for the LIAP doesn't have an option for the C.N.A. because CNAS are only completed at the School level. you MUST select the SIAP to enter the information for the school.The data assurance section is here.  Be sure to complete that.   You are ready to input the C.N.A. Data here (CLICK)Where it says principles 1-6



Effective leaders maintain strong professional ethics and integrity to shape a vision of academic 
success and schoolwide social emotional learning that leads to equitable access for all students. 
They analyze and attack challenges and manage systems to position the school and students to 
achieve at high levels. They set clear, measurable and attainable goals. They create a cadre of high-
quality teachers and cultivate leadership in others.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneEnter All the Data from the CNA into Comprehensive Needs Assessment Principles 1-6 sectionBe sure you answer each question and keep the paper copy and your evidence as your back up during monitoring visitsHere is the 1.3 Indicator from the C.N.A. rubric that we have been working with.  In this example, the team answered yes to all three questions.



GME Location for Evidence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneThis is the lower part of the 1.3 indicator where the team will enter their evidence CLICK If the evidence they have on hand is different that in the list, the school can write in their own evidence here CLICKFinally,  the school team will write any pertinent notes in this area.. CLICK



*Based on trends and patterns, identify possible primary needs for Principle 1 - Effective Leadership:
Based on the findings for this indicator, we believe that more real time assessment needs to be available for 
ALL stakeholders in our school community.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneAfter every indicator is scored, CLICK the team must reflect on the Principle in its entirety and then write any trends or patterns they identified and note any possible primary needs they can see.  This section CLICK MUST be completed for every principle, or the ADE program specialist is required to return the plan for additional work.After completion of all six principles, the whole team will reconvene to collaboratively identify the top three needs that will be the focus of the plan for the year.  These are called the primary needs.  



• Are there entire principles that are low scoring?

• Are there common indicators that are low scoring?

• How often does this issue occur year after year?

• Is this an issue across grade levels, student 
subgroups or school settings?

• Does this issue consume high levels of energy, 
time, and resources?

• Does this issue seem to be a recurring concern 
even after an initial improvement phase?

• What will be the most impactful issue to focus on?

Select 
Your
Top 3 
Primary 
Needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneIn order to select your top 3 primary needs effectively, you will need to examine the trends and patterns that exist throughout the principles and look at the possible primary need summaries for each principle.This slide lists some key questions that can help guide you in this process. Sometimes tracking all the lowest scoring principles or tracking common indicators that are low scoring can help you to see patterns and trends. I will give you a few moments to look through the rest of the questions listed on this slide. (pause for a few seconds)Next slide



High expectations 1.2, 2.1, 5.1

Collaboration  1.4, 1.2, 2.4, 2.7, 3.4, 3.5, 5.2, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3

School health and safety  1.3, 4.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5

Professional learning  1.2, 2.6, 3.4, 4.5, 5.3

Use of data  1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.9, 2.1, 2.5, 2.7, 3.5, 4.5, 6.3

Subgroups  1.2, 2.5, 3.2, 3.5, 4.4

Social emotional learning and development 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 
1.5, 2.2, 2.6, 3.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.2, 5.5, 6.1, 6.2

Equity  1.1, 1.4, 1.8, 2.3, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 6.2

Linking 
Indicators 
Across 
Principles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LeanneIf your team is having a hard time identifying which area to focus on, this is helpful tool Although the CNA is divided into 6 principles, you will find that there are several concepts that cut across multiple principles. As you analyze your indicator results, be sure to look for patterns that may take place across principles to see if there is a systemic problem that needs to be addressed. Shown here is a list of several topics and the corresponding indicators that link together. CLICK		For example, if you find that indicators 1.3, 4.1, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 are scoring low, you may have an iissue with health and safety on your campus	 You will need to review the elements within those indicators to confirm whether this is indeed a pattern. Keep in mind that this is not a definitive list, you could find additional patterns of concepts that link together that aren’t listed hereA couple of notes to remember as you select your 3 primary needs. 	1. It is ok if your school team selects more than one primary needs from the same principle.	2. Your school may choose a primary need that is something not even in the rubric. An example of this would be an ongoing project which is a continuation from the prior year For example, let's say your school has been implementing an Intervention program – this may take a few years to implement fully, so your school may select this intervention program as a continued primary need



Sample Timeline for Annual Planning

Processing CNA

Dec.– Jan.

Root Cause Analysis

February

Development of IAP for All 
Programmatic Areas

March 

Submission of ESEA Consolidated 
Grant application aligned to 
Integrated Action Plan (SIAP & 
LIAP)

May 1

Director Approved 
Applications are Accessible 
for LEA Use

July 1 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaHere is another helpful tool. This suggested timeline is meant to help ensure that schools complete each step of the continuous improvement process in a timely and thorough manner. A tool such as this one can help ensure your school remains on track to complete all requirements by the May 1st due date for federal grant submissions.
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Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cristina



 Stakeholder Requirements
 Facilitating Effective 

Conversations
 Toolkit for Building a 

Culture of Data Use
 CNA Rubric

 Planning Tool Navigator | Arizona 
Department of Education 
(azed.gov)

 Support & Improvement: 
Professional Learning | Arizona 
Department of Education 
(azed.gov)

Resources

 Comprehensive Needs 
Assessment Integrated Action 
Plan Resources (azed.gov)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CristinaWe’d like to remind you of resources and tools available to you.CLICKThese top 4 you can access through this session forum or from the Planning Tool Navigator page on the AZED.gov site.CLICKThe bottom 3 are pages on our AZED.gov website that have documents, webinars, and micro trainings to support your work.

https://www.azed.gov/titlei/planning-workflow
https://www.azed.gov/improvement/professional-learning
https://www.azed.gov/sites/default/files/2019/12/CNA%20Rubrics%20and%20Resources.pdf?id=5df17ccb03e2b30134863719
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Feedback for ADE
Padlet Link  https://padlet.com/angiemadsen/8yrjnmxml8ohbf0a

1. Please provide feedback on the tools, resources, and 
support for CNA processes.

- Which tools are most helpful?          
- Any suggestions for additional tools/ support?

2. Please provide feedback related to your use in 
transferring CNA information into GME.
- What do you like best/ dislike?     
- What would make your life better?

3.  Any additional feedback related to today’s session.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Christina / LeanneWe would like you to take the remainder of this session to provide us with feedback.Feedback for this session will be collected on the Padlet platform.Your feedback can be specific, such as  –the Stakeholder list is very helpful;       or general, such as - I prefer viewing micro trainings rather than reading document resources.Thank you  

https://padlet.com/angiemadsen/8yrjnmxml8ohbf0a
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